About backpacker Editors' Choice Snow Award:
This award was established in the year 2011.
The award focuses on products that perform well under cold
weather and in the higher altitudes.
This award has been bestowed on the Muka Stove for its overall
performance under such conditions.

About backpacker Editors' Choice Award:

SOTO introduces award-winning products.
In 2010, the Micro Regulator Stove and Pocket Torch were awarded the Backpacker
Editors' Choice Award.
These products were given the highest regards for their overall innovations.
In 2011, the newly established award
---Backpaker's Editors' Choice Snow Award--- was given for the MUKA Stove.
Criterion for the Editors' Choice Snow Award is based on product performance in
cold weather and high altitude.
At SOTO, we are committed to creating highly acclaimed innovative and advanced
equipment for the outdoors.

Severely tested by a number of Backpacker's editors, selected for its
high performance, this award is highly coveted in the industry.
Awarded only for products that pass this rigorous testing.

About the OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD:
he OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD, presented annually by Messe
Friedrichshafen since 2006, is especially tailored to the outdoor
industry. The focus is on apparel and luggage, on special equipment,
sleeping bags and accessories, on innovative materials and on
products that have superior qualities in the areas of ecology and
sustainability. An expert jury selects the winners on the basis of
criteria such as degree of innovation and functionality, material and
sustainability. The OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD enjoys an excellent
reputation among consumers and participants alike, who include
manufacturers, designers, importers and specialist retailers. (Quote

About the Editor's Choice by Outdoor Magazine,
Germany:
Germany's highly esteemed magazine searched the world for
innovative and trendy products for this award. Each product has been
carefully tested and proven. The Micro Regulator Stove was given this
highly coveted award in 2010.

About the Good Design Award:
This award is established under the Japan Design Promotional
Committee. The award is focused on encouraging companies to
improve and promote their products to create an overall improved
function and design. In the past 50 years, this award has been given to
the electric, auto, construction, and service industries for
environmentally friendly, innovative design.

About ISPO Award Products:
authentic award for extraordinary products. Retailers consider it an
orientation tool for future product selection; journalists appreciate it as
an overview of outstanding product innovations; and customers like it
as a preview of tomorrowʼs market highlights. (Quote from ISPO.com)
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Designed to master the wind

Unlike any other stove you have ever seen!

WindMaster
micro regulator

Beat the clouds! Meticulously engineered and crafted, SOTOʼs
new OD-1RX out-performs its competitors under windy
conditions. On a stormy, blustery day, the OD-1RX is able to
maintain a strong ﬂame. Tired. Cold. Hungry. Wind is blowing
3m/sec. No worries with the OD-1RX! Hot dinner coming right
up. Designed to position pot close to the ﬂame̶nearly
impossible for the wind to penetrate this stoveʼ s ﬂame. Be
conﬁdent, a warm dinner is just minutes away.

w/

OD-1RX

PAT.P

Flame under windy conditions.
Wind
direction

SOTO OD-1RX

WindMaster
w/ micro regulator
OD-1RX

PAT.P

Specifications (Stove body + pot support):
Output*1: 2,800 kcal/h or 3,260 W or 11,000 BTU
■ Burn time*1: 1.5 hours with a 250g or 8 oz canister
■ Weight: Stove body only : 2.1 oz. or 60g
Stove body + Tpot support : 2.3 oz or 67g
■ Measurements with pot support:
90 x 117 x 97 mm (3.5 x 4.6 x 3.9 inch) when in use
■

Superior performance under windy conditions

4Flex

OD-1RX4

OD-1RX ❶ Restricted space between base of pot
and burner head.

PAT.P

Specifications:
■ Weight: 1.0 oz or 27g
■ Measurements
Stove body + pot support:
144 x 144 x 96 mm (5.7 x 5.7 x 3.8 inch)
Pot support only: when stowed
94 x 10 x 33 mm (3.7 x 0.4 x 1.4 inch)

Wind
direction

Conserve Fuel! OD-1RX boils water in less time, conserving fuel.

Choose the pot support that best meets your need. Easily replace the pot supports. No tools required.

Ultra lightweight

g (2.3oz.)
67
(Stove + TriFlex)

Volume of gas needed to boil 500 ml water.
After 10 minutes, test was terminated
due to the fact that Stove A and Stove
B were unable to boil the water.
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Traditional needle-valve systems
control the ﬂow of gas by twisting the
needlepoint to adjust the ﬂow of fuel. When
temperatures drop and liqueﬁed gas becomes
colder, internal pressure drops, resulting in a
reduced ﬂow of gas into the burner head. This
produces an inadequate ﬂame for cooking. The
Micro Regulator System maintains a consistent
pressure under cold and hot ambient
temperatures.

1.8

2.8

● Continuous output under colder weather!
With installation of the micro regulator, the OD-1RX is able
to maintain a consistent output when challenging the
limits in this category of stoves.

Flow of gas

● OD-1RX oﬀers a wide range of ﬂame control options
Compared with traditional needle-valve system stoves, the
OD-1RX with micro regulator oﬀers a wide range of ﬂame
control options.

*1 :

SOTO OD-1RX was able to boil the
water in wind velocity 2.8m/s !

Product A
SOTO OD-1RX
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= SOTO OD-1RX
= Product A
= Product B
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Data generated in our laboratory under
20 degree Celsius ambient temperatures.

1.0

Velocity of the wind (m/s)

A strong ﬂame is maintained up to -5°
C (23°
F)!
Micro Regulator System

7

Product A was unable to boil the
water in wind velocity 1.8m/s.

Product B

4

20

0
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Product B was unable to boil the
water in wind velocity 1.2m/s.

5

OD-1RX simply out-performs
the rest.

Product B
Product A
SOTO OD-1RX

4Flex (4-prong pot spport)

How to install:
Squeeze 2 of the pot
support bases to open
unit, slide onto burner
head and release. The
spring ﬁrmly secures pot
support to burner head.

9

6

Data generated in our laboratory under
20 degree Celsius ambient temperatures.

25

Time to boil 500 ml water at 20°
C (68°
F).
Time (min.)

How to install:
Just slide the springloaded 3-prong pot
support onto the burner
head. Detach pot
support for smart storing.

Volume of gas (g)

TriFlex (3-prong pot spport)

❸

Why is OD-1RX superior under windy conditions?
❶ Restricted space between base of pot and burner head.
❷ Ledge around burner head designed to act as a windshield.
❸ Precisely engineered concave burner head protects ﬂame from the wind.

Pack TriFlex on solo trips, or 4Flex for group!

(Body)

Wider space between base of pot
and burner head.

Wind
direction

❷

Variable size pot supports

WindMaster

Product A

Data generated under the following conditons:
Room temperature 25℃(77 F), no wind, calculated it 5 min. data after the ignition in
company laboratory, using SOTO's own full fuel canister.
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Boiling time for 1 liter of water under various
ambient temperatures
Outdoor
Temperature

= OD-1RX
= Burner without regulator

(68°F)

(41°F)

(23°F)

Time (min.)

ー The OD-1RX oﬀers the same boiling time in an ambient
temperature range of 20°
C (68°
F) to -5°
C (23°
F).
ー The OD-1RX takes up to half the time of other needle valve
systems to boil a pot of water under -5°
C (23°
F).

Pocket Spork

MICRO
REGULATOR
STOVE
O D - 1 R
(68°F)

Boiling time the same under
diﬀerent temperatures
Maintains a consistent output
As the burner heats up, the temperature inside the cylinder cools
down. When used for an extended period of time, the cylinder
gradually becomes colder. Cooling of the cylinder decreases the
internal pressure, thus reducing the burners output. To resolve this dilemma,
SOTO has recently developed a Micro Regulator that produces a consistent
output in all weather conditions. This Micro Regulator has been integrated
into our single-burner stove, the OD-1R. As a result of this technology, SOTO
has been able to manufacture a single-burner stove that produces a
consistent output in all weather conditions without sacriﬁcing size.

Ultra
lightweight!
73g

73g

（2.6OZ.）

Simple yet its unique design is key to the
ultra light weight of only 73g (2.6oz.)

Environmentally-friendly
The burner shape is ideal for evenly
distributing heat. Excellent for cooking.

Shock Resistant!
Stealth Igniter installed inside burner post
and it improves ignition and prevents
breakage. Also this makes stove compact
and light.

Patent Pending

Data reference for OD-1R

OD-1R
Burner without regulator

Boiling time for 1 liter of water under
various ambient temperatures （Water Temperature 20℃ / 68°F）
At -5°
C (23°
F) outside temperature the Micro Regulator Stove
can boil water in less than half the time that it takes for a stove
without the regulator.
Outdoor
temperature
20°
C

3'54"
3'54"

5°
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3'55"
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C

3'58"
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F)
(41°
F)
(23°
F)
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7'42"
8'16"
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Time
（min.）

Temperature 20℃ / 68°
F
Continuous boiling water test.（ Room
Water Temperature 20℃ / 68°
F）

*1 :

Data generated under the following conditons:
Room temperature 25℃(77 F), no wind, calculated it 5 min. data after the ignition in
company laboratory, using SOTO's own full fuel canister.

Materials: Bowl: Titanium, Handle: Stainless Steelne
Weight: 22 g (0.78 oz.)
Size : In Use: 186 mm (7.3 inch),
When Stowed: 110 mm (4.3 inch)

（1 cup = 1 liter of water）

Maintains exceptional performance under continuous use!
First cup
Second cup
Third cup
Fourth cup
Fifth cup
Sixth cup

3'54"
3'54"
3'25"
3'43"
3'48"
3'52"
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Third cup
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3'54"

Helix Coffee Maker

Backpack coffee maker for 2 people

4'51"
5'08"

・Inverted cone shape coﬀee
maker
・Lightweight, ﬂexible,
high-grade stainless steel
with a unique stowing system
・Comes with its own ﬁlter or
use #2 cone coﬀee ﬁlters from
the grocery store

5'15"
5'51"
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Gas Consumption
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Time
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（Room Temperature 20℃ / 68°
F）

Amazing Endurance!
The temperature of the fuel canister drops signiﬁcantly when in use.
The Micro Regulator Stove is able to maintain a stable output when this occurs.
The output of a stove without the Micro Regulator decreases when in use.
g/min.

Materials: 18-8 stainless steel (SUS304 WPB Heat Treated)
Weight: 46 g (1.6 oz)
Set includes carry case and 10 coﬀee ﬁlters
In use:

100 mm
3.9 inch

70 mm
2.8 inch

3

105 mm
4.1 inch
115 mm / 4.5 inch

2

When stowed:
20 mm
0.8 inch

1
1

2

3

4

5

OD-HLX

NEW 2013

4'23"

4
OUTPUT*1: 2800 kcal/h 3260 W 11000 BTU
Duration*1: Burns approx. 1.5 hours with 250g(8 oz.) canister.
Weight: 73g (2.6 oz.)
Dimensions when in use:
9.6 x 9.4 x 8.6cm (3.8 x 3.7 x 3.4 inch)
Dimensions when stowed:
5.2 x 5.2 x 8.1cm (2.0 x 2.0 x 3.2 inch)

Long Handle 186mm (7.3 inches) !!
・Folding handle for compact stowing
・Ultra-light spork with titanium bowl
・Ergonomically designed strong,
stainless steel handle

Outstanding performance in cold weather!

1

OD-SPK

NEW 2013

186mm (7.3 inches)

-5°C to 20°C
(23°F)

Foldable long handle

6

7

8

Time

9 （min.）

（Data generated in SOTO’s laboratory）

WindMaster w/micro regulator
NEW 2013

OD-1RX

MUKA Stove

Patent Pending

OD-1NP

・Choose the pot support that best meets your need
・Superior performance under windy conditions
・Continuous output under colder weather!
・WindMaster oﬀers a wide range of ﬂame control options
Output*1: 2800 kcal/h 3260w 11000 BTU
Duration*1: Burns approx. 1.5 hours with 8 oz.(250g) canister.
Weight: 2.3 oz.(67g) with the pot support
Dimensions when in use:
Stove body + Pot support / 3.6 x 4.7 x 3.9 inch (9.0 x 11.7 x 9.7 cm)
Dimensions when stowed:
Stove body only / 1.9 x 3.6 x 3.5 inch (4.7 x 9.0 x 8.8 cm)
Pot support / 3.7 x 0.4 x 1.0 inch (9.4 x 1.0 x 3.3 cm)

Non Priming
The Muka Stove system instantly
atomizes liquid fuel. Atomization of the
liquid fuel simulates gas stove start up.

The Muka Stove has revolutionized common
understanding of a gasoline stove's
characteristics such as becoming dirty with soot,
cumbersome preheating, and maintenance
before and after use. This gas stove combines a
reliable, powerful output and ease of care. Muka
is not a simple gasoline stove but the next
generation of stove.
Includes hose, pump, maintenance tool and a carrying case.
Wide mouth Fuel Bottle sold separately.
Output*1: 4000 kcal/h 4650w 15800 BTU
Applicable fuel: Unleaded gasoline and white gasoline
Duration*1: Burns approx. 56 min. at maximum output using 480 ml (16.3 oz.) unleaded gasoline.
Weight: 160g (5.7 oz.) without pump, 320g (11 oz.) including the pump
Dimensions when in use (Stove body only): 13.5 x 13.5 x 8.0 cm (5.3x 5.3 x 3.1 inch)
Dimensions when stowed (Stove body only): 8.0 x 6.5 x 8.0 cm (3.1 x 2.6 x 3.1 inch)

WindMaster includs stove body, TriFlex (3-prong pot support), and carry bag. 4Flex (4-prong pot support) sold separately.

4Flex 4-prong pot support for WindMaster
NEW 2013

OD-1RX4

Patent Pending

Patent Pending

・114mm (5.7 inch) in diameter
・Large pot support provides stability
・User-friendly for larger groups

Fuel Bottle with wider opening

Control Dial
Control Dial operates ignition,
Flame control, and extinguishing
of the ﬂame.

■Makes it easier to pour fuel into the
bottle and observe fuel level.
■The wide-mouth bottle means easier
clean-up.

Pressure indicator
Pressure gauge makes it easy to
access the start up pressure!

MICRO REGULATOR STOVE

OD-1R

Patent Pending

Newly developed micro regulator maintains consistent output in cold
weather. Proprietary "stealth Igniter" installed. Invisible part is
installed inside the burner post and head for increased simplicity and
improved ignition. The system also protects the igniter. "Hyper
surface Burner Head" eﬃciently heats pan. Excellent for cooking.

Read line on the pressure indicator

Strong Pot Support

Flexible Hose

Unique gyration pot
support system makes
it possible to gain the
compact, anti-swing
movement, and a
strong pot support
structure.

■Soft and narrow diameter
hose means a light-weight
and ﬂexible hose. Stabilized
stove for safety and easy
operation.
■Stows compactly and saves
space.

Output*1 : 2800 kcal/h 3260 W 11000 BTU
Duration*1 : Burns approx. 1.5 hours with 250g (8 oz.) canister.
Weight: 73g (2.6 oz.)
Dimensions when in use: 9.6 x 9.4 x 8.6cm (3.8 x 3.7 x 3.4 inch)
Dimensions when stowed: 5.2 x 5.2 x 8.1cm (2.0 x 2.0 x 3.2 inch)
Case Included.

Hyper concaved burner head

Aluminum die cast body

MICRO WINDSCREEN

OD-1RW

IGNITER REPAIR KIT

The Micro Windscreen is engineered for and is compatible with the Micro Regulator Stove.

Fuel Bottle 700ml, 1000ml

Size: 82 mm x 17 mm (3.2 x 0.7 inch)
Weight: 19g (0.67 oz.)
Material: Stainless Steel

Compact Foldable Stove

The burner shape
produces an even
ﬂame under pans.
the large concaved
burner head is ideal
for evenly
distributing heat.

Super high output*1
4,000kcal/h 15,840 BTU

SOD-700-07
SOD-700-10

Generator Unit

OD-GRN

Fuel Bottle Cap

OD-1BS

World's smallest stove in the single burner stove with igniter
category. Stove is compact when pot supports are folded.
When unfolded, ﬁrmly supports large pots.
Output*1: 2800 kcal/h 3260 W 11000 BTU
Duration*1: Burns approx. 1.5 hours with 250g (8 oz.) canister
Weight: 160g (5 oz.)
Dimensions when in use: 15 x 15 x 8cm (5.9 x 5.9 x 3.2 inch)
Dimension when stowed: 3.4 x 4.62 x 6.37cm (1.34 x 1.8 x .5 inch)
Case Included.
*1 :

OD-1RP

Simple and atrong
body. Light weight
and compact.

Data generated under the following conditons:
Room temperature 25℃(77 F), no wind, calculated it 5 min. data after the ignition in
company laboratory, using SOTO's own full fuel canister.

Muka Pro Wind Screen
Maintenance Kit

OD-MKN

OD-WH

OD-BTC

Compact Lantern, Refillable

OD-LRC

Two Burner Stove

Patent Pending

For family camping

Compact lantern with reﬁllable tank. Reﬁll lantern with SOTO Fill Adaptor. Used with
speciﬁed mantle or without mantle; works like a candle. Installed with Foldable
Stabilizer. Hard case and a mantle included.
Brightness*1: 25w
Duration*1: Burns approx. 1.4 hours with mantle,
2 hours as a candle.
Weight: 225g (7.9 oz.)
Dimensions when in use: 6 x 6 x 14.2cm
(2.4 x 2.4 x 5.6 inch)

Compact Mantle

OD-MTC1
OD-MTC2

Compact Glass Globe

Replacement glass globe
for Compact Lantern.

Non-radioactive
mantle for Compact
Lantern. Contains 3
pcs. in a pack.

Pocket Spork

NEW 2013

Backpack coffee maker for 2 people

In use:

186mm (7.3 inches)

AIR
Table

AIR
Triple-layered walls reduce
heat transfer from burning coals

Converts to frying pan
The Dual Grill oﬀers cooking versatility. This grill
comes with a Teﬂon coated lid that, when
turned over, becomes a griddle. Enjoy all the
regular functions of a grill and a griddle.

105 mm
4.1 inch

Converts to
personal ﬁreplace
This grill can also be
used as a ﬁreplace.

Adjustable grill
The adjustable grill has 3 positions, making it easy to
regulate the amount of heat used for cooking. The
lower positions work well for grilling and the top
position is useful for warming foods.

Flip the lid

20 mm
0.8 inch

Lowest position

Stainless Steel Dutch Oven

Middle position

High position

Use it at home!
The ﬂat base on this Dutch Oven makes it compatible with gas, electric
and combination stove-tops. Now you can bring your outdoors Dutch
Oven into your home. The versatility of this product makes it an
indispensable tool in the kitchen when cooking with a large pot on the
stove as well as for baking in the oven.

The Pocket Torch uses disposable lighter fuel and becomes a powerful, wind-resistant
burner. The ﬂame reaches temperatures up to 1300°
C (approx. 2,300°
F). A disposable
lighter increases it lifespan by 60% when used with the Pocket Torch.
Size: 11 x 6 x 2.3cm (4.3 x 2.4 x 0.9 inch)
Weight: 50g (1.8 oz.) without lighter
Burner Diameter: OD 14mm (0.55 inch)
Flame temperature: 1300°
C (Approx. 2,300°
F)
Flame shape: Super ﬁne centralized ﬂame

No seasoning required!
Shock resistant!
Seasoning can be
cumbersome. Now this
step can be eliminated.
An easy-care Dutch
Oven.

※Lighter sold separately.

PT-XT

O D - S D 8, 10, 12

Stainless Steel Dutch Oven for outdoor and home use

PT-14SB

Pocket Torch Extend

air vent

Weight: 5kg(11lb)
Dimensions when in use:
31 x 31 x 17-15-12.5 cm (12.2 x 12.2 x 6.7-5.9-4.9 inch)
Dimensions when stowed: 31 x 31 x 14 cm (12.2 x 12.2 x 5.5 inch)
Material: stainless steel and aluminum

When stowed:

Set includes carry case and 10 coﬀee ﬁlters

Pocket Torch

air vent

115 mm / 4.5 inch

Materials: 18-8 stainless steel (SUS304 WPB Heat Treated)
Weight: 46 g (1.6 oz)

Patent Pending

Using the latest Japanese technology, SOTO has
created a high-precision dual grill without
compromise. SOTO is dedicated to creating a
product with the highest quality, integrity and
functionality.

100 mm
3.9 inch

70 mm
2.8 inch

OD- DG

Multi functional BBQ Grill-Compact

OD-HLX

・Inverted cone shape coﬀee maker
・Lightweight, ﬂexible, high-grade stainless steel
with a unique stowing system
・Comes with its own ﬁlter or use #2 cone coﬀee
ﬁlters from the grocery store

Back
.S.A.
in the U

For family camping

OD-SPK

Materials: Bowl: Titanium, Handle: Stainless Steelne
Weight: 22 g (0.78 oz.)
Size : In Use: 186 mm (7.3 inch), When Stowed: 110 mm (4.3 inch)

Helix Coffee Maker

Table Top Dual Grill

Weight: 25g (0.88 oz.)
Dimensions when in use:
2.0 x 1.5 x 4.6cm (0.78 x 0.6 x 8.0 inch)

Long Handle 186mm (7.3 inches) !!
・Folding handle for compact stowing
・Ultra-light spork with titanium bowl
・Ergonomically designed strong,
stainless steel handle

NEW 2013

OD-TRC

Install this to butane canister for
reﬁlling. Good for gas lighter or
lantern. A guard is installed to
protect the tip.

Materials: Heat-resistant glass
Dimensions: 4.0 x 4.0 x 5.4cm
(1.6 x 1.6 x 2.1 inch)

Foldable long handle

Output: 3780 kcal/h X2 4400 W X2 15000 BTU X2
Weight: 10.6 kg (23.4 lb.)
Dimensions when in use: 109 x 38 x 19 cm (43 x 15 x 7.5 inch)
Dimensions when stowed: 54.6 x 38 x 17.8 cm (21.5 x 15 x 7 inch)
Comes with resin cutting board. The unit contains towel and
cooking utensil rack, and foldable windscreen.

Fill Adaptor

OD-GGC

Patent Pending

2 burner stove. Ideal for long-term camping and various
outdoor events. Built tough yet beautifully crafted. Carries
like a suit case.

Candle Light

Mantle Light

OD- 2AL

Patent Pending

Compact, wind resistant burner with extending burner head. Reﬁll torch with SOTO Fill Adaptor
or gas Lighter cartridge. The ﬂame reaches temperatures up to 1300°
C (approx. 2,300°
F).

This Dutch Oven is made of an
exceptionally strong stainless
steel material. It is made from
one large sheet of stainless steel,
turned on a lathe not cast.

Convertible lid becomes a griddle!
A unique feature of this Dutch Oven is the lid. It is
made of exceptionally thick stainless steel and can
be used as a frying pan. The weighted,
precision-made lid turns the Dutch Oven into a
pressure cooker, thereby decreasing cooking time.

Size: 3.5 x 1.8 x 11 to 18.5cm
(1.38 x 0.71 x 4.33 to 7.28 inch)
Weight: 55g (1.94 oz.)
Burner head: OD 14mm (0.55 inch)
Flame temperature: 1300°
C (Approx. 2,300°
F)
Flame shape: Super ﬁne centralized ﬂame
※Gas not included.
*1 :

Data generated under the following conditons:
Room temperature 25℃(77 F), no wind, calculated it 5 min. data after the ignition in
company laboratory, using SOTO's own full fuel canister.

Weight:

Thick Stainless Steel
Made of tough
Stainless Steel
with 4 mm (0.15
4mm
inch) thick wall.
(0.15inch)

8 inch/ 3.3 kg (7.3 lb) 10inch/ 5.0 kg (11.0 lb) 12inch/ 7.0kg (15.4 lb)
Dimensions:
8 inch/ 26.5 x 21.0 x 12.0 cm (10.4 x 8.3 x 4.7 inch)
10inch/ 32.5 x 26.5 x 14.5 cm (12.8 x 10.4 x 5.7 inch)
12inch/ 38.0 x 31.0 x 16.0 cm (14.9 x 12.2 x 6.3 inch)

